
 
 

 
 

INFORMATIONAL BRIEF FOR JOURNALISTS 
MONITORING AND EVALUATION OF THE SECURITY SECTOR REFORM 

 

Monitoring and evaluation are two types of actions conducted simultaneously with the implementation 

of the security sector reform. Monitoring ensures the conformity of the established objectives with 

actions intended to be implemented, and evaluation quantifies the outcomes obtained as a result of 

implementation and sets the basis for the following cycle of policies. 

 

Monitoring of the security sector reform includes mainly quantitative techniques intended to measure 

the distance between intentions, projects, concepts and materializations of the reform. In other words, 

it attempts to elucidate if what was planned or written in policy documents was put into practice (in 

accordance with time limits, costs, criteria, etc. set in the beginning). 

 

Monitoring is a primary source of knowledge about the implementation of the security sector reform. 

The respective procedure provides information about causes and consequences of the reform, being 

first of all interested in establishing the factual prerequisites for the respective process based on the 

principle Acta non verba (from lat. Deeds not words!). 

 

Monitoring:  

 is interested in relevant effects of the reform; 

 is centred on the goal of the security sector reform; 

 is focussed on change; 

 is concerned about objective and subjective measurement of the reform’s effects. 

 

Monitoring points out:  

 the institutional changes undertaken as a result of the reform implementation; 

 the status of the implementation costs at a certain moment;  

 the conformity with time limits and with the contents of activities included in the action 

plan; 

 the delays/difficulties in implementation of activities.  

 

Monitoring answers first of all the following questions: What happened? How it happened? Why it 

happened? 

 

 

 



 
 

During the monitoring process, might be formulated the following questions and the responses   to 

them cover its most important dimensions:  

 

 What? – what are the relevant effects of the reform;  

 How? – which are the significant indicators;  

 Why? – there are numerous reasons for undertaking the monitoring of the security sector 

reform during its implementation. The most important of them are: 

- optimal resource management;  

- reform implementation in accordance with the initially established standards – the 

budget may grow or decrease; because of political reasons, the stakeholders’ 

concepts of the reform may change, so that such changes need to be known in order 

to make the most exact estimation of the finalization of the security sector reform; 

- informing the public and the stakeholders about the implementation of the security 

sector reform. 

 

Evaluation as a process aims at getting an answer to the following questions:  

 Which are the results (outcomes) obtained due to governmental action?  

 Which are the reform’s effects and impact?  

 What is the ratio between the obtained outcomes and the resources used to this end?  

 

In the process of evaluation, the agent conducting the evaluation uses a set of performance indicators. 

Such indicators are closely related to policy objectives and contribute to measuring their 

implementation. 

 

The indicators which might be used for reform evaluation can be classified in several categories: 

 

 outcome and impact indicators: such indicators point out the amount of products and services 

provided by public authorities and the effects generated by them. For example, in the context of 

police reform, an outcome indicator might the number of policemen who remained within the 

system, if optimization of the number of policemen is an objective, while the reduction of the 

number of crimes might be an impact indicator. 

 

 efficacy indicators: this category of indicators contains information about the degree of achievement 

of the reform objectives and, respectively, about their efficacy. As a rule, efficacy indicators shall 

contain information about the produced positive or negative effects, i.e. about the quality of the 

provided services from the perspective of the beneficiaries’ needs and expectations.   

 

 activity, process indicators: they are used for substituting the efficacy indicators, as they  can be 

calculated easier. Examples of such indicators: number of solved cases, number of answered 

requests, number of petitions, number of optimized employees, etc., i.e. indices focussed on the 

implementation of the reform’s objectives. 



 
 

 efficiency indicators: they are used for assessing the correlation between the outcomes and the 

amount of resources used to this end.  

 

Examples of indicators (Salvadore Schiavo-Campo, in Strengthening Performance in Public Expenditure 

Management, 1999): 

 

Sector Used resources Outcome 
Effect, 

Impact 
Process 

Judiciary system Budget Trials 

 

Low number of 

appeals 

 

Legal 

assistance for 

needy people  

Police 
Number of police 

cars 
Number of arrests Lower crime rate  

Enforcement of 

rights 

Penitentiary Costs per prisoner   
Number of 

prisoners 
Relapse rate 

Prevention of 

abuse 

 

 

The classification of evaluations may rely on the criterion of the perspective from which it is conducted: 

 

a) „A posteriori” or „ex-post” evaluation is a retrospective evaluation. After the reform generates some 

impact, attempts are made to realize what happened and afterwards are made conclusions concerning 

the reality. It may concern both result (outcome) measurement, and the study of the process through 

which such results had been obtained.  

 

b) „Ex-ante” or „a priori” evaluation is a prospective evaluation, used as a support tool for decision-

making when there are several alternatives. Ex-ante evaluation simulates secondary effects that might 

be determined by decisional contents, in order to choose the best alternative. 

 

c) Progress evaluation is another type of evaluation used in practice, and it is aimed at determining the 

first reform outcomes. Such studies provide information which can be useful for improving a process 

under way. Such kind of information can also be used, in particular, within processes whose costs have a 

considerable share in the total costs and, if inefficiency is revealed, the resources can be allocated for 

alternative use. In such cases, evaluation may serve for determining if a certain ongoing reform direction 

shall be pursued.   

 

 

 



 
 

Reform monitoring and evaluation have a series of constraints determined by the fact that:  

  

 they provide information about outcomes and impact, without providing indices about what should 

be done further;  

 they do not provide information about the way how the reform has been implemented (about the 

process itself); 

 they do not provide information about divergent positions of stakeholders involved in the process;  

 they are usually associated with a dualistic approach (punishment vs. awarding, they do not point out 

the possible external/internal factors which impeded some measures during the implementation 

process). 
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